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THE NEW NEW ZEALANDERS

FRESH HORIZON
The natural beauty of Marlborough has proved to be
an ideal setting for a couple of world travellers
WORDS MAT T PHILP / PHOTOGRAPHS JANE USSHER

Jane Casey and her
husband Bruce Miller converted
the small vineyard on their
Marlborough property to
organic production; this view
from the house looks out to the
Richmond Range: “This is the
view that grabbed me the first
time I walked through this
place,” says Jane.
opposite Looking from the
entrance through the inner
courtyard and dining room
to the vineyard beyond;
overhead is an oculus, a feature
of Byzantine and neoclassical
architecture often deployed
in the centre of a dome.
this page
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Looking towards the
kitchen from the dining room;
the guardian sculpture is from
India and dates to around the
second century.
opposite (from top) The
light-filled dining room originally
had a skylight directly above
the table, so that one had to
wear a hat when lunching on
a sunny day; elephant-headed
Ganesha, the Indian deity
associated with auspicious
beginnings and overcoming
obstacles, presides at left.
Bruce Miller and Jane Casey.
this page
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hen friends in New York ask Jane Casey to
describe Marlborough she tells them she has
never lived anywhere quite so “un-neurotic”.
“They always laugh,” she says, “then they ask
me, ‘So are you infecting the neighbourhood yet?’”
You can see what they’re getting at: here’s a cerebral art
historian from an urban American background whose research
interests – Himalayan and Tibetan medieval art – are about as
rarefied as it gets. Her husband Bruce Miller, meanwhile, has
spent the last 45 years dealing in Asian art and antiquities from
a succession of countries, maintaining a base in Bangkok. It has
to be asked: could they ever adjust to the rhythms of rural
Marlborough, so far from their familiar environments of art,
academia and Asia? >
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The negative details, or
slots, in the wall beside the stairs
are echoed at floor level
throughout the house: “I love
the way this house is so airy and
light,” says Jane; the carpet
below the dining table is late
19th century Turkish, made in
Tabriz and bought in Istanbul.
opposite (clockwise from top left)
Jane didn’t cook much before
they moved to Marlborough,
but the kitchen has inspired her.
A carved wooden vase sits next
to an 18th century Japanese
folding screen. The Japanese
two-panel screen above the
sofa in the living room depicts
a heron about to fly in front of
a white moon – a metaphor
for meditation.
this page

The answer, happily, is yes. In fact, after they fly to Thailand
this winter for their annual visit, they will relinquish their
rented house there.
“We’re enjoying Marlborough so much we’ve decided to let
go of our Thai base,” says Jane, for whom the biggest surprise
about life in New Zealand has been the people.
“We could see what a beautiful country it was, but we didn’t
realise how great the people were until we started to get to know
our neighbours. The longer we spend here, the more fabulous
people we meet. It’s been an unexpected benefit, making so
many wonderful new friends.”
Theirs is one of those typical travel stories – of visiting a new
country and thinking, “I wonder what it would be like to live
here?” – but with the twist that they actually made it happen.
Several years earlier, Jane had moved to Bangkok after meeting
Bruce through their mutual art interest. When they decided to
marry, the second time for both, it was agreed it would be
low-key, no-stress. >
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“Bruce said, ‘Let’s take a holiday to New Zealand [where he’d
travelled once before] and we’ll get married there.’ I went online
to find a place where we could get married as simply and with as
little paperwork as possible. Blenheim Courthouse was top of
the search list.”
To shorten the story, having fallen in love with the place and
put out feelers to local realtors, they were back within months
looking at a property for sale on the Wairau Plains.
There was a small vineyard, put in by the Christchurch
developer/owner to add value to the place, and a very large and
striking two-level contemporary home, complete with a guest
wing of three self-contained units. >

this page (clockwise from top left) Looking down the corridor from the

master bedroom to Jane’s office. Built-in drawers in the master dressing
room. The master bathroom. On the wall of the master bedroom is an
Ottoman Tree of Life embroidery purchased in Istanbul.
opposite Jane and Bruce converted what had been an office in the
open space above the dining room into a research library; with the
rest of their books due soon from Bangkok they will have to find more
space; on the wall is an 18th century Tibetan painting of Buddha.
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“The moment I walked in the door
I looked at the view and said,
‘This is it!’ I just felt so grounded
and at home here”
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Looking over the north yard reflection pool to the dining
room; beyond, the garden screens the neighbouring vineyard but
leaves a vista of the Wither Hills.
opposite (from top) The inner courtyard with its avenue of fan palms
was originally white tiled – Bruce and Jane toned it down and put up
additional corner walls to create more shelter from the prevailing
nor’wester. Looking towards a small seated area near the citrus
garden, under a pavilion covered with wisteria.
this page

It sounds like too much for two people – a statement property
– but the reality is of a serene and airy living space that opens to
endless views. Says Jane: “The moment I walked in the door I
looked at the view of the Richmond Range and said, ‘This is it! I
don’t know what it costs, I don’t know what the responsibilities
are, but this is it.’ I just felt so grounded and at home here.”
Six years later and the sense of connection has only deepened.
They’ve made changes, compensating for the original design’s
lack of sensitivity to the extremes of the Marlborough climate by
replacing the windows with tinted versions, and adding sailcloth
sunshades and more shelter from the prevailing nor’westers.
Pieces from their collection of Asian arts have found a home on
the walls and shelves, a child’s bedroom has been transformed
into a meditation room and an office into a library.
But their biggest changes have been outside the house. Bruce,
whose peripatetic former existence included time as a Buddhist
monk, removed the former garden entirely to give himself a
blank canvas. “My whole purpose in moving to New Zealand
wasn’t to hug concrete and glass, but to enjoy the beautiful
nature,” he says, sweeping out a hand to indicate the nativeheavy plantings to the east of the house. “This looked like a golf
course when we started on it three years ago.” >
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(from top) A view from Bruce’s office into the courtyard and
beyond to the Richmond Range. Sticking to their environmentally
friendly, healthy approach, Bruce and Jane converted their swimming
pool from chlorine to magnesium.
opposite (clockwise from top left) The dramatic entrance and its
crowning oculus. Bruce deepened and widened the creek, but
vegetation is still an issue. There are no straight lines in this garden,
only curves. The bridge to the more open second garden. The circa
seventh century stone lion is from south India.
this page

Q&A
My decorating style is: Eclectic. (Jane)
Best thing about the renovation: It made the house warmer
and more functional. (Jane)
If we could do one thing differently, it would be: The house
would have solar or heat-exchange heating capacity. (Jane)
The thing I want to change next: Bring in the personal
objects and photographs from our Thailand home. (Jane)
Best seat in the house: Any facing the Richmond Range. (Jane)
In the next five/10 years I’d like to: Continue to enjoy life
here in New Zealand, and to write a very good book on Tibetan
painting. (Jane)
Favourite outdoor spot: The citrus garden. (Jane)
Hours spent per week in the garden: In summer, perhaps
three hours daily. I also cultivate the discipline to simply enjoy
the garden and resist pulling weeds when on a stroll. (Bruce)
Do you open your garden to the public? Of course. However,
I prefer they go unescorted so they may enjoy at their own pace
and with their own focus. (Bruce)

See more at
nzhouseandgarden.co.nz

Jane Casey and Bruce Miller

Living in the heart of Marlborough wine country, he was
adamant he didn’t want to see yet more vineyards from the
house. The solution was to put in enormous earth mounds on
either side of the creek. Not only does the “terraforming” hide
the grapes, it provides shelter from the wind and a gently sloping
backdrop for the plantings. The other effect is that the garden – a
meandering space of changing moods, all achieved within a
relatively tight one-hectare frame – feels bigger than it is.
There are surprises too, such as the statue of the Hindu god
Shiva sitting amid the mountain beech. Bruce is already well
advanced on creating a dedicated statue garden among the ferns
and flaxes down beside the creek – a place where they can display
perhaps five or six pieces from their collection.
“This place is really about nature,” he says, “but we do want
an element of culture here too, because it’s such a huge part of
our lives.” n
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